
Bearwood Local #108.

The Bearwood Group.

Editorial.

Do you remember those heady days of “fish ‘n chips” 
from over the road at Bearwood? After last month’s 
update from Roger, I was getting increasingly 
desperate for the combined tang of malt vinegar and 
salt so we poured a pint or two of “Mr. Hobby 400 
Thinner” into the old jalopy and headed for Swanage. 
Having wrung the last drop of nectar out of the 
wrapping paper (we always favoured the ‘blue’ 
chippy over the ‘green’ one*) we repaired to the 
station where we were rewarded with a view of 
‘Eddystone #34028’ in full steam; it’s not a good 
photo but one is attached, minus the smell of coal and 
hot oil!

*If you don’t know what I’m talking about, some urgent research is required!

Key contacts:

Chairman - Roger Luffman rogerluffman@gmail.com

Editor - Robert (Bob) Skinner skinnerrfc@aol.com

https://bearwoodamrg.wordpress.com/
https://www.nmrabr.org.uk/


Chairman’s Musings

First a reminder of the change of date and venue of the replacement Benson meet. It is now to be held in 
the Belfry Hotel near Oxford on Saturday 31st July. Please DON'T go to Benson as you will find the 
village hall is a building site.

My worst fears about Covid were realised, and obviously we can forget all about reopening in July and 
probably August too. However, WE WILL RETURN, the autumn is looking possible! Equally, I am 
concerned we may lose the Benson replacement on 31st July if the surge in the Delta variant 
continues. Please update me about any changes in your Vaccination status ready for the big day. Some 
groups have already restarted though on a very small masked and restricted basis.

I am continuing with my new layout but have been restricted by both heat and wet weather from outside 
working, cutting large pieces of plywood, heavy card and MDF down to size as building cores, but 
hopefully I can stand the delay. I now have most of the locomotive depot in place, taking particular care 
with this work as access will not be easy when complete. 
A tip that over the years I have found useful and borrowed directly from the full-size railways is the use of 
guard rails to help keep stock on track where space means a substandard curve. I use this procedure, I take 
a piece of rail of a smaller size than the track in use, bend it down to a smaller radius than the curve, trim 
and file the ends, bend them inwards and carefully glue the rail to the ties 2mm inside the running rail. 
With this in place a 24inch minimum radius passenger car will successfully follow a 21inch curve without 
derailment, adjustment may be needed to the couplers to ensure this, but it works. On an old layout I had 
at Doncaster 12-wheel battleship gondolas could negotiate an 18-inch radius, with the delight of real 
flange squeal as they were pushed round it!



If a lift out section is used, then to ensure safe running make a 2-sided piece with a width of 13mm which 
can be placed between the rails over the joint. The side rails MUST be insulated from each other to 
prevent metal wheels shorting. Hope these ideas are useful?

My Pont le Vec Bridge was mentioned in the last edition, I did consider the Michigan area briefly, but I 
have a continuing love affair with a 2-6-6-6 and a brass 2-10-10-2 if I ever find one. Richard Maxwell 
thought he had found one, but sadly he passed on over a year ago.

I see engineering work in the King's Cross area is now complete, restoring the capacity to that of 40 years 
ago. It was reduced because MU stock and HSTs with a driving cab each end made many locomotive 
release movements redundant. The increase in traffic in recent years made track restoration much needed. 
It would be ironic if Covid and continued working from home reduced traffic levels again. 

Keep safe, hope to see you all in the not-too-distant future. 

Roger

Are They by Varta, or Duracell?

https://www.autoevolution.com/news/fully-battery-powered-american-flxdrive-proves-that-locomotives-can
-flex-too-161414.html 

An interesting item recently gleaned by Roger; kind of ties in with my previous FRED comment.

(Ed)

https://www.autoevolution.com/news/fully-battery-powered-american-flxdrive-proves-that-locomotives-can-flex-too-161414.html
https://www.autoevolution.com/news/fully-battery-powered-american-flxdrive-proves-that-locomotives-can-flex-too-161414.html


Every Proper Railroader Knows This…

A little something gleaned from Alastair Lee at “Model Railroads Layouts Plans”:

He invites us to have a look at Jim's layout as he feels it provides two good examples of what should be 
obvious:

Firstly, it shows how important it is to bag a space of your own because it's going to get really messy.
And secondly, before your layout will look great, it'll look shocking.

Have a look here to see exactly what he means.

Thank you, Al.

Worth a mention in the newsletter?

LX430-OO Electrical Equipment Fuse Boards & Sockets Detailing Pack - OO/4mm/1 76 
(scalemodelscenery.co.uk)

LX429-OO Tri-Spike 2m Palisade Security Fencing & Gates - OO/4mm/1 76 (scalemodelscenery.co.uk)

Might be worth mentioning that Rails of Sheffield are now increasingly importing American stuff, mainly 
from the more modern era and that they have a good online store at
 
Rails of Sheffield - Model Railway shop, Suppliers of: Hornby, Bachmann, Gaugemaster, Graham Farish, 
Heljan, LGB, Lyddle End, Peco, Skaledale, ViTrains, Liliput 

John Levesley

https://mm249.keap-link001.com/api/v1/click/5017128495611904/6013821374562304
https://www.scalemodelscenery.co.uk/lx430-oo-electrical-equipment-fuse-boards--sockets-detailing-pack---oo4mm176-10763-p.asp
https://www.scalemodelscenery.co.uk/lx429-oo-tri-spike-2m-palisade-security-fencing--gates---oo4mm176-10770-p.asp
https://railsofsheffield.com/
https://railsofsheffield.com/


Lehigh Valley Cement Hoppers part 4: Lehigh Valley # 50122

In the previous parts of this series, I described two-bay covered hoppers. This part addresses something a 
bit different.  I explained in the first article how, as the anthracite business diminished cement became 
more important, and the railroad converted some of its open coal hoppers to covered hoppers. They didn’t 
only apply this to their two-bay cars; this article describes a 3-bay covered hopper that was converted 
from an open 4-bay coal hopper.



The official Lehigh Valley Railroad diagram above shows the completed car as modified by the Lehigh 
Valley shops. Apart from adding a roof, the “sawtooth” coal-hopper hopper outlets were changed to the 
inward sloping type common to covered hoppers. Less obviously, extra slope sheets were added inside 
each end to reduce the car’s capacity, because cement is denser than anthracite. These sheets are indicated 
by the angled dotted line above each truck in the diagram. On the real car these appears as lines of rivets.

I have only ever seen two photos of these cars and, unfortunately, they are both protected by copyright, so 
I am unable to show them here. You can see one of them at 
http://www.lvrr.anthraciterailroads.org/modeling-the-lvrr/modeling-freight-cars/modeling-the-lehigh-valle
y-covered-hopper-car-50-car-series-50100-50149/
 

I didn’t want to scratch build a car, but there didn’t seem to be a suitable open hopper to use as a starting 
point for a kit-bash. I couldn’t find a riveted car of the right length with the right number of ribs. In the 
end I had to accept several compromises and used an old Model Diecasting 3 bay coal hopper (now 
Athearn/Roundhouse). This has 10 ribs rather than the nine of the original prototype but I decided I could 
live with this.

With that sorted, I then had the problem of changing the hoppers. I had a couple of Kato 2-bay covered 
hoppers that I had won in a raffle and I had damaged one of them, so they were ideal candidates.

http://www.lvrr.anthraciterailroads.org/modeling-the-lvrr/modeling-freight-cars/modeling-the-lehigh-valley-covered-hopper-car-50-car-series-50100-50149/
http://www.lvrr.anthraciterailroads.org/modeling-the-lvrr/modeling-freight-cars/modeling-the-lehigh-valley-covered-hopper-car-50-car-series-50100-50149/


Photo 1: The Kato cars turned out to be ideal for this job Their hoppers are a separate moulding that is 
held in place in the Kato car without the need for glue. You can see the two 2-bay hopper assemblies 
above. This photo also shows how I cut out the original hoppers from bottom of the black MDC car’s one-
piece coal hopper shell. 

I didn’t make any use of the Kato centre beam mouldings shown in the photo. I reverted to the cast metal 
MDC one, not shown.



Photo 2: When I mocked up a 3-section hopper assembly it was too long to fit between the trucks on the 
car, so I cut each two-hopper section apart and shortened each section as shown so that, when re-
assembled, the 3-bay unit fitted between the trucks.



Photo 3: I glued the three hoppers together using a 0.015” styrene splice plate down each side. This had 
the benefit of making the assembly an exact fit between the car sides. You can see one of the white 
styrene splice plates on the far side of the car. The wheelsets in this photo are temporary plastic ones, 
inserted to keep paint out of the bearings when the trucks were airbrushed.



Photo 4: shows how the new slope sheets were indicated by a line of Tichy Trains’ rivets inserted into 
holes drilled in the car sides. Other details visible here are the grabs made from steel guitar string and the 
stirrup steps, from A-line.



Photo 5: The roof was built from styrene sheet. The hatches are from Bowser with added detail and the 
assembly for the handbrake was cut from one of the Kato cars that had provided the hoppers. Pieces of 
Bowser see-through plastic roof-walk material from their two-bay cars were spliced together to increase 
their length.



Photo 6: shows the additions to the roof. The ten hatches are from Bowser with scratch-built handles and 
latches added to match the prototype. The five small grabs along each side of the roof were made of metal 
guitar string. 



Photo 7: The car was airbrushed and some “patching” added to match prototype photos. Weathering was a combination 
of airbrushing and chalks.

I am fairly pleased with the overall result. It is a reasonable representation of the original, particularly for a model built 
a few years ago. If I were to repeat the exercise today, I would try to find a car with finer rivet detail; the ones on the old 
MDC model are oversize. To match these smaller rivets, I would use Archer decal-rivets to indicate the position of the 
changed slope sheets. These are smaller than the Tichy Trains ones I used. Applying the rivets as decals would certainly 
be easier than what I did - drilling a series of small holes that are equally spaced and, in a dead-straight line!

This concludes my series of four articles on kit-bashed covered hopper cars. As I result of my work on these, I now 
have a few unusual cars for my cement train. The bonus is that the work has been both rewarding and enjoyable.

Tom Winlow



Building the Rail Town HO scale Rock Island Run-through Loco Maintenance Shed kit. Part 3.

After an hiatus of 3 months or so, I’m once again pressing ahead with building the Rock Island loco 
maintenance shed. It’s turned into a bit of a self-inflicted Nordic Saga because I'm trying to fit a Peco 
inspection pit in a shed with limited height clearance under the entrance and very little room for error. See 
the photos and notes below.

1) An overall view of the shed featuring a Walthers Proto 2000 GP7u. The walls are assembled but not 
glued to the base because I wanted to fit a Peco Inspection pit. This required the floor to be both glued to 
the baseboard and yet accessible in order to seamlessly blend in the pit with filler. The paintwork on the 
wall corners will need touching up as they were left unpainted to aid glue adhesion during kit assembly. 
The two roof halves are loosely placed in situ.



2) Front view, without doors, showing the interior (rear view is identical). The shed body is assembled but 
not glued to the base. The track is just placed, unglued, on the baseboard and the inspection pit is not used.



3) A wider-angle lens gives a fuller view of the interior and a more visually dynamic effect, albeit with 
some distortion caused by the close proximity of the lens and subject.  This time, the base of the shed and 
the inspection pit are glued to the baseboard, then blended together using Humbrol plastic kit filler and 
painted.



4) Using the wider-angle lens, a little further away and holding it “square-on” to the front of shed, 
eliminates the distortion but still shows a pretty good view of the interior. Using a smaller loco does help. 
Some detailing and figures could be added to make an interesting scene. Internal lighting will add greatly 
to the effect but will be tricky to install convincingly as it is likely to be visible. Two self-adhesive strips 
of LEDs will be glaringly obvious and not very convincing!



5a & b) To bring the Peco code 70 rail head above the shed floor, it was necessary to shim up the 
inspection pit using “Evergreen” Strip styrene No: 8608 Z-2, HO scale 6 X 8. 



6) To ease the fitting of the rails to the Peco inspection pit, the outer rail fixings were trimmed and sanded 
off. Later, the rails will be super-glued in place using the inner fixings as a guide. 



7) Of course, not every loco will fit in the shed!
Broadway Limited Imports A Class 2-6-6-2 with Bachmann auxiliary tender.

The shed is not completed yet. However, if you can stand it and with the editor’s permission, the “Big 
Reveal” will be in a future issue of the "Bearwood Local” ….



8) Meanwhile… For a second time, the uncompleted loco shed does sterling duty as a simple, yet 
effective, background in another birthday e-card.

Picture 8 features an “OO” LSWR Beattie Well Tank, a special commission model the by Kernow Model 
Rail Centre and Dapol. The 8-plank BR open wagon is from Bachmann.

For many years, The Beattie Well Tanks worked the Wenford Bridge Branch, in Cornwall, collecting 
china clay and delivering the odd goods wagon to the various “wharves” (sidings) on route.  As I 
understand it, these diminutive 2-4-0 locos were the only type, in the Southern Railway inventory, that 
were suitable for working this rural, very picturesque freight-only line. 

Michael John Ricks



Sanding Sticks

As a result of a tip from Melvin Rogers I visited the PM Models (Doncaster) website. Melvin had suggested it as a good 
place to buy some sanding sticks. It turned out that, in addition to sanding sticks, they sell lots of specialist paints, 
fillers, tools and other items I had only read about on military and aircraft modeling sites. It isn’t the easiest site to 
navigate but definitely worth a visit, even if only to see what’s on offer and file away the information for future 
reference.

Anyway, back to sanding sticks. In the past I have made by own by gluing emery paper to craft sticks (a.k.a. lolly 
sticks). This isn’t difficult but is a bit tedious, so buying ready-made ones seemed a good idea.

The ones on the PM Models site are made by Flory Models. There is a big range and I bought a “Starter Pack” that cost 
£9.99. It contains 18 sanding sticks as shown in the photo. They are all roughly 6.9” (17.5cm) long and vary in width 
from 5mm (0.2”) to 20mm (0.8”). The abrasive materials are mounted to thin layers of foam and so have a slightly 
flexible surface. Most are double-sided, but a couple of the very fine ones are single sided. They vary in thickness from 
1.75mm (0.7”) to 11mm (0.45”), the difference being accounted for by the thickness of the foam.



The picture below is a scan of the card that came with my pack. It shows it had 12 different grades of abrasive, ranging 
from 100 grit to 20,000 grit, although to me 20,000 grit feels like no abrasive at all!

There are 22 mores specialized sets of sticks on the website. These have a smaller rage of grits than the mixed starter set 
I bought. There are coarse sets, medium sets, polishing sets and so on. Most are also smaller (and cheaper) sets. So, as I 
said earlier, an interesting website, particularly if you are looking for something a bit out of the ordinary

Tom Winlow.



To Err is Human to Fix is Devine.

Once more back to the work area slightly tidier than it has been so where are we today.

The project from last time has finally had the wiring finished, last time I fixed two wires direct to the motor, now two 
M2 holes drilled and taped into the chassis and the wires soldered to some eyelets and then bolted into place.

 For some reasons the body had white spots on it so I gave it a wipe over 
with a cotton but dipped in brake cleaner, it still needs a fuel tank 
( Bachmann UK did not have any) some hand rails and a horn. Maybe a 
change of body if I see one.



Another find this month on the E of bay has brought me a Life Like SD7 N gauge in Southern livery which is my 
second go to road after UP.

Pictures on eBay all look good everything there seems 
complete and with a box. The seller says poor runner spares 
and repairs music to my ears.

A bid was place the sale was done and I waited for the 
postman.

Once in my hands, it has instructions, I had to ease the 
handrails from the body and then gently squeeze and pull the 
body from the chassis. It’s an all wheel drive arrangement 
with central motor and flywheels I did google it before 
bidding.

With it’s top off you can see the details 
extra weights fit over the worm gears 
and there is one bulb for lighting.

There is a pin just below the worm gear 
push this out carefully and the the bogie 
drops away. 



The first look at the bogie tells most of the tale it looks as well as normal dirt and grime some static grass has made it’s 
way into the mechanism.

You can make out some of the debris here looks like it 
will need a thorough clean.

The bogie frame can be eased of with a bladed screw 
driver at each end this then let’s us remove the axles. 
Strangely the centre axle does collect power but is not 
drive. It is caked in dirty though like a tiny traction tyre 
when you start to scrape it off. A good careful clean with 
a toothbrush to start and then a pick at the rest of the 
debris with tweezers. Clean the wheel and pickups with 
the standard cotton bud dipped in brake cleaner.



Once I think it’s clean enough time for some drops of oil at key spots and time to re-assemble. Put the bogie back into 
place and the pin can be pushed back in to secure everything in place. I would have like to have given the wheels a 
clean with my brass wheel in the mini drill but it has given up the ghost little bit’s of brass wire everywhere.

Repeat the process on the second bogie and it’s time for a test. Well it runs much better than it did a simple clean has 
made the world of a difference. I think next a change to LED lighting front and rear might smarten things up a little.

As I write this my Bachmann Doodle Bug has made it to the work bench, I have now have two and a half of them. 
Hopefully I can strip the lot and make a least one good one if not two from the parts. Until next time.

Gerald.



AN On30 STORE AND LOADING DOCK FOR £3

For my new ON30 modular railroad, the Sandford and Sumac Grove Railroad, I’m always on the lookout 
for cheap ways to add detail to the layout. Swap-meets, charity shops, second hand toy stalls are all 
sources of inspiration and materials. On a normal visit to Christchurch Market one second-hand toy 
building caught my eye - well it was made of a very bright orange yellow plastic with a peacock blue roof, 
base and framing. Fifty pence later it was mine. 

Once home the base was unscrewed and consigned to the bin, which left me with a roof, two ends and 
four sliding doors that would produce a building 15 cm x 8.5 cm and 9 cm high. I chiselled off and sanded 
clean the half relief and under-scale down-pipes. A quick rub down with “Cif” cream and an old tooth 
brush cleaned the bits up nicely. I used plastic strip, rod, a bit of gash wire and some Hobbycraft chain to 
represent door latches, (I should have mounted them a little lower). A couple of dents in the guttering and 
roof corners were fixed with plastic strip and sheet. An aerosol coat of Halford’s grey plastic primer left 
me with the makings of a nice line side or road side store, speeder shed, tool shed, freight house or light 
industry.

The roof was given two coats of Humbrol aerosol acrylic Silver, dirtied up with two random coats of 
Citadel Paints Badab Black, a translucent acrylic matt wash. Their Devlan Mud would have done equally 
well (or even better one coat of each). The model will be weathered further when its place on the layout is 
fixed and it can be blended into it surrounds.

The walls and door were sprayed with Humbrol aerosol Dark Brown (Dark Earth). Once really dry and 
hard, a coat of Burnt Umber oil paint was applied over the outside surface with a stiff brush. 



Clean and dry the brush then use it with a light touch to gently remove some of the oil paint, leaving a 
natural wood texture and some realistic highlights and low lights around the framing. New down-pipes 
were made of plastic piping and strip and the windows were glazed.

Hobbycraft sell hobby project packs of random scale timber selections. The contents are visible so you can 
be selective in what you buy. For about £6 I bought s pack that was stuffed with 7mm square wood in 20 
cm lengths plus lots of similar length wood strip in a variety of sizes.



 I used about a third of the wood to produce a wooden unloading dock that can be used on its own or with the shed. It is 
20 cm x 11 cm and 2.7 cm high matching a Bachmann On30 flat car deck running on a spur of Peco On30 track. Before 
assembly the wood was weathered with Weather-It, 60% of the wood had one coat, 30% two coats, 10% three coats. Let 
it dry and then shuffle it to distribute the varying levels of weathering. Assembly was done with white glue, and I used 
up some spare Grandt Line Nut/Bolt/washer mouldings on the timber joints. Total cost for the buildings, wood and bits 
about £3 and a lot of fun to do.

2021 Update
The original was written in 2012. The Citadel "washes" mentioned in the text are now called “shades" and they are 
named Nuln Oil and Agrax Earthshade. Weather-it isn't easy to find so I use IPA with liquid shoe polish or coloured inks 
added, or mix of vinegar and steel wool, diluted after 24 hours half and half with water. NG Trains sell online proprietary 
wood stains for hobby projects in four colours which I expect are better but haven't yet tried them.            John Levesley

Crikey, this sounds like a day in the life of your average warlock; they used to burn people for this kind of sorcery! 
Ed



STOP PRESS - SOUNDTRAXX 

It is unlikely that this will come as a surprise unless you don’t read or watch the news at all. Effective immediately, 
nearly all List Prices will see an increase averaging between 4 and 10% in response to huge problems in the global 
supply chain.

Cowcatcher magazine’s latest issue (July/August 2021) nicely details some of the problems in the article 
“Manufacturers juggle supply shortages”, on pages 8 and 9.

Over the past 6-8 months, the supply of a large number of electronic components has simply dried up. While 
SoundTraxx orders parts a year in advance or more, even these components that have been on order and “confirmed” 
are simply not being delivered, or delivered incredibly late. 

Enter “supply and demand”.  As with almost everything we buy these days, prices are going up. A large percentage of 
parts being manufactured are being diverted to the automotive industry. Our prices of our raw parts have risen an 
average of 22-30% - when we can get them at all.

SoundTraxx appreciates how challenging this is, and over the past 8 months, we have absorbed most of the increases 
with the expectation that this was temporary. While this may still be the case, there is no clearly understood timeline for 
this. We receive daily notices from our distributors regarding price increases for components we already have on order – 
and no – our pricing as originally placed is NOT being honoured.

Over and above the price increase, we expect that some of our products will go into a very long backorder state. We 
monitor this daily as we identify components that did not ship as scheduled. It is extremely unfortunate that many parts 
do not have alternate parts – and even if they do, those are suffering from the same unavailability.

New prices will be updated on our website on July 1st.



Competition Time!

Remember the table by the back wall at Bearwood, where you could show off your modelling prowess? Well, if we 
can’t go there let’s have a virtual competition and have an opportunity to display your latest success. Of course, the 
editor being a total “cheap skate”, the prizes will be virtual too!

Photos to me by 30th July please.

Bob Skinner

FRED.

If you don’t take or have yet to read the June issue of “TRAINS” there is at last some positive news 
from Amtrak; a number of their long-distance trains are about to return to daily service, thanks to the 
“American Rescue Plan Act” recently signed by President Biden. Interestingly, long-haul seems to 
be out performing the vaunted Northeast Corridor. They have also signalled a desire to restart New 
Orleans – Mobile, Ala. Services, currently being blocked by CSX – it will be interesting to see 
whether the STB is supportive. And, following what has become a bit of a “must do” Amtrak have 
unveiled a series of six new paint schemes to celebrate their 50 th anniversary – yep, you read right 50 
years!

KCS and CP to merge? It looks pretty likely but in the meantime the deal has raised howls of protest from their direct 
competitors and nine shipper groups since the “lovers” have argued that it should be exempt from STB Class I merger 
rules – let’s see how they square that circle?

The California Energy Commission has awarded around $4 million to a group led by Sierra Northern Railway for R&D 
and the construction and testing of hydrogen cell powered switcher.

Well, that’s it for this month. As I have said previously, if your article hasn’t appeared in this issue, it now resides in the 
folder for #109 so, please keep ‘em coming. Until next time…



That’s the end of #108 enjoy the sun where you 
can.
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